We investigate the statistical properties of dendritic drainage areas from diverse geological environments (Deception Canyon, Utah and the Loess Plateau, China) using narrow band visible ASTER satellite images. We show that from 240 m to 7680 m, the isotropic (angle integrated) energy spectra E(k) of all the fields closely follow a power law form: E(k)∝k −β where k is a wave number and β a scale invariant exponent. In spite of this good isotropic scaling, images with very similar β's and similar isotropic multifractal exponents have distinct textures; we suggest that the differences are primarily due to anisotropy, which is nevertheless scaling. We develop the new "Differential Anisotropy Scaling" technique to characterize this scale-by-scale (differential) anisotropy and we test it on simulated anisotropic scaling fields. The method gives useful characterizations of the scale by scale anisotropy irrespective of whether or not the analyzed field is scaling. When the anisotropy is not too strong, the parameters can be interpreted as scale invariant anisotropy exponents. Viewed as a method of estimating these exponents, it has the advantage of relying on two linear regressions rather than on complex higher dimensional nonlinear ones. When applied to dendritic drainage basins we find that they have distinct anisotropies characterized by differential anisotropy stretching and rotation parameters as well as by a distinct absolute anisotropy at the reference scale of 960 m. Our new method allows us to statistically distinguish, not only between two geologically different drainage basins (the China Loess Plateau and Utah Deception Canyon), but also between different regions of the same China drainage system.
Introduction
The Earth's surface is the product of tectonic, volcanic and erosion/deposition processes. The resulting complex landforms and the evolution of the surface are thus the consequence of nonlinear processes, some of which are catastrophic. The same processes apparently repeat from one scale to another, producing natural structures such as mountains, streams, lava flows and islands which have structures over wide ranges of scale. Quantitative measurements of these geomorphological features (e.g., lengths, perimeters, areas, roughness) or their associated topographic fields are found to be power law functions of their size or scale/resolution of acquisition (e.g., Lavallée et al., 1993; Gaonac'h et al., 1992; Gagnon et al., 2006) : from meters to tens of kilometers they are often scale invariant. It is then important to link the observed scale invariant properties with the underlying physical and chemical processes.
Erosion of the Earth's surface on global scales is primarily caused by surface run-off. Fluvial landforms are peculiar structures with diverse drainage systems involving networks of small brooks to large rivers that evolve over time. A number of scaling investigations of river networks have attempted to relate unique exponents to the network topology such as stream orders and stream lengths (Horton, 1945; La Barbera and Rosso, 1989; Chase, 1992; Pelletier, 1999; Rodriguez-Iturbe and Rinaldo, 2001 ). However, investigations of geophysical fields rather than geometric drainage patterns are necessary for characterizing and understanding the geo-processes involved in shaping the Earth. Whereas scaling geometric sets may be described with unique exponents, scaling geophysical fields require nonlinear exponent functions. These multifractal exponent functions are generally necessary to specify the statistical moments of all orders (e.g., Lovejoy and Schertzer, 1990; Lavallée et al., 1993;  Published by Copernicus Publications on behalf of the European Geosciences Union and the American Geophysical Union.
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A. Beaulieu et al.: Anisotropic scaling of remotely sensed drainage basins Weissel and Pratson, 1994; Pecknold et al., 1997; Veneziano and Iacobellis, 1999; Gagnon et al., 2006) hence to completely characterize the statistical scale dependence of the multifractal fields. The characterization of geofields by their scaling exponents is predicated on the fact that geotextures, georoughness and other basic aspects of geomorphology are fundamentally multiscale notions requiring wide ranges of scale for their expression. The acquisition of remotely sensed multiple spectral images is thus a unique source of data for determining the scale invariant characteristics of the radiance fields (e.g. visible, short-wave infrared, infrared, microwave) related to the chemical composition of soil and bedrock, their humidity content, their surface temperature (e.g., Laferrière and Gaonac'h, 1999; Maître and Pinciroli, 1999; Lovejoy et al., 2001a, b; Harvey et al., 2002; Beaulieu and Gaonac'h, 2002; Gaonac'h et al., 2003; Cheng, 2004) .
The simplest scale invariance hypothesis is that the statistics are independent of direction; the system is isotropic, "self-similar". Until now, the scale invariant properties of surfaces have been routinely characterized using such isotropic statistics, which disregard (or "wash out") the effect of anisotropy or preferentially oriented structures by integrating or averaging statistics over all directions. For example, Gagnon et al. (2006) found over a range of 40 m to 20 000 km, for statistical moments of order lower than 2, the residuals were on average within ±45% of the theoretical isotropic values. They concluded that the observed tremendous diversity of geomorphologies is a consequence of anisotropy.
Geoanisotropy is expected to be a function of both size and location. Rather than imposing an a priori isotropic approach -e.g. by defining the size using the usual isotropic (Euclidean) distance function -it is more appropriate to allow the system itself to define the physically appropriate anisotropic notion of scale. We therefore seek to relate morphology and texture with anisotropic scaling. Up until now, only a few studies have investigated scaling anisotropy and most of these have only considered anisotropy in orthogonal directions (e.g. Lavallée et al., 1993; Weissel et al., 1995; Foufoula-Georgiou and Sapozhnikov, 1998) . However, this is an insufficient generalization of the anisotropic scaling for most applications. Schertzer and Lovejoy (1985) proposed a general formalism for scale invariance where the anisotropy changes in direction and intensity via a scale-changing operation; see Pflug et al. (1993) , Pecknold et al. (1997) and Lewis et al. (1999) for attempts at more general scaling characterizations of empirical fields. In the case where the anisotropy is only a function of size (but not location) the appropriate notion of scale for these structures is determined by a power law where the exponent is a matrix instead of a scalar. This matrix G, generator of the anisotropy, determines the notion of scale and hence the differential scaling according to the directions (for example see Lovejoy et al., 1992 Lovejoy et al., , 2001a Lovejoy et al., , b, 2005 Pflug et al., 1993; Pecknold et al., 2001; Lilley et al., 2004; Cheng, 2004) . But anisotropy is important for image processing and pattern recognition too. For example the investigation of the anisotropy of fluvial regions by remote sensing is essential to broadly characterize the effect of the nonlinear processes which create drainage patterns in various environments.
In the present study, remotely sensed images from the TERRA ASTER sensor give us an opportunity to analyze the isotropic and anisotropic scaling statistical properties of drainage basins in different lithological backgrounds: the China Loess Plateau and the Utah Desolation Canyon (presented in Sect. 2); this raises a few questions. Does the anisotropy of drainage basins break the scaling of the satellite images? Do stream systems evolving in different geological settings show scaling anisotropies? In Sect. 3, we compare the isotropic energy spectra demonstrating scale invariant characteristics of fluvial textures. In Sect. 4, we consider the anisotropic scaling of the images through a new "Differential Anisotropy Scaling" technique that characterizes the differential anisotropy versus the scale of the observed fluvial structures testing it first on simulated multifractal anisotropic scaling fields and then on real images. We then discuss the resulting statistical similarities and differences and relate them with distinct drainage areas formation caused by different underlying Earth processes. In Sect. 5 we conclude.
The data
Remotely sensed images from the TERRA ASTER sensor (level 1A reconstructed unprocessed instrument data) in band 2 (0.63-0.69 µm) were selected over two drainage areas. This particular spectral band was chosen due to its low atmospheric diffusion and hence high contrast. The selected images were relatively free of urban areas. They have vegetation-free homogeneous lithologies and relatively dry climates. To reduce high frequency banding (due to sensor calibration imperfections), the images (45 in total) were averaged to 512×512 pixels resulting in a spatial resolution of 30×30 m.
Images were chosen over the China Loess Plateau area on the Yellow River (Huang He, CL and CY, Fig. 1a ) drainage basin west of Luliang Mountains and in the west part of the Taihang Mountains (CM, Fig. 1a ). The CL group contains 17 images collected on 1 October 2000, the CY group contains 5 images from the same ASTER scenes, the CM group contains 16 images collected on 10 May 2001. The formation of the Loess Plateau in China dates back to 7-8 Ma, but since 2.6 Ma the loess accumulation was very rapid (DerbyShire, 2001) . The average grain size and thickness diminish from NW to SE, reflecting in a general way the dynamics of the transport of the loess by the dominant winds. Deposition of particles from the atmosphere produces very loose particle packing (Derbyshire, 2001) . The stability of the loess deposit is sustained over a large area mainly because of climatic conditions; the dry climate maintains under-saturated conditions. The effect of rain on loess is drastic; water saturation causes it to disaggregate nearly instantaneously, creating landslides and mudflows. The section selected over the Yellow River (CL and CY) is mainly composed of loess deposits down to a depth of several meters (Porter, 2001) . This area of the loess plateau displays a dendritic type river network, demonstrating the great homogeneity of the loess deposits being expressed as a "superfine texture". Such a drainage network could be caused by a poorly permeable surface deposit such as loess where conditions of intense but infrequent rainfalls prevail. Images chosen in this superfine texture area are separated in two groups CL and CY. The CL images are predominantly composed of small to medium sized tributaries of the Yellow River (Fig. 2a) while the CY images include the more developed large Yellow River valley (Fig. 2b) . The CM group with thinner loess deposits containing more clay was chosen from the Eastern part of the Loess Plateau near the Taihang Mountains (Fig. 2c ). This dendritic area shows a "fine texture" (not superfine) with small less dense tributaries compared to the area west of the Luliang Mountains (possibly due to the superimposed effect of the thinner loess deposit in this area and the more permeable underlying hard rock basement). This Taihang Mountain region is mainly composed of granite and gneiss (Zunyi et al., 1986) . All of these regions are in semi-arid conditions, and receive 300-600 mm/yr of precipitation with mean annual temperatures of 2-6 • C (Wang and Takahashi, 1998) . The effect of sudden intense rainfalls may be very different on the CL and CY loess regions compared to the CM loess-granite-gneiss region.
Another region chosen was Desolation Canyon, Utah, (Fig. 1b) ; a selected image is shown in Fig. 2d (UT). The UT group contains 7 images acquired on 19 October. The Green River cuts deeply into this area of the Tavaputs Plateau (mainly the Roan Cliffs and the Desolation Canyon) where 5000 m of sediments were deposited in the ancient "Uinta Basin" paleogene deposits which are formed by a Laramide downwarp formed by structural disruption of the foreland region during the late Cretaceous and Paleogene epochs (Dickinson et al., 1986; Franczyk et al., 1991) . The sediments are mainly composed of interbedded formations of shale, siltstone and sandstone. The whole region including the Tavaputs Plateau has witnessed regular tectonic uplift and erosion/deposition in the past 20 Ma influencing the pathway of river drainage systems. The Green River developed in this complex geological environment also tends to be dendritic, but with an even lower drainage density, structurally controlled by diverse permeable rock formations and tectonic evolution of the Tavaputs Plateau called a "medium texture". Although the climate in this area is similar to the Chinese regions -a semi-arid environment receiving 300-400 mm of mean annual precipitation and mean annual temperatures of 1-7 • C -the geological setting is very different. power spectrum is a second order statistic and hence is only a single member of the hierarchy of exponents necessary to fully characterize multiscaling/multifractal fields. However, it is adequate for our present purposes; for studying the anisotropy. We do not attempt to characterize anisotropies of the other statistical moments, but this could be done, for example by considering the spectrum of various powers of the original field.
The spectral density P (k) is defined as the ensembleaveraged, square modulus of the Fourier transform I (k)= e ik.x I (x)dx of the image I (x):
where "<.>" denotes ensemble (statistical) averaging. Although the original real space structures may be highly elongated, P (k) is an average over all of them independently of location; its variation with the direction of k represents a kind of spatial and ensemble averaged anisotropy.
We can now define the (isotropic) spectrum E(k) as the angle-integral of P (k):
(2) Table 1 for average β values over the various sets.
(the notation indicates integration over all wave vectors of length k= k , i.e. over all angles). If the scaling is isotropic we have:
where β and s are the scale invariant exponents; D is the dimension of space (=2 for images), and k=|k| is the modulus of the wave vector (k is in cycles/meter or cycles/pixel). Below, we estimate P (k) from a single realization (single image) since the different images we have are presumably not realizations of the same process (in particular do not have the same anisotropy parameters).
Results
The isotropic analyses demonstrate the presence of scale invariance of the TERRA ASTER visible radiance fields between 240 m (8 pixels) and 7680 m (256 pixels) corresponding to log 10 (k)=−2.38, log 10 (k)=−3.89 with k in cycles/meter over the China and Utah regions. Representative individual image spectra of the four data sets (CL, CM, CY and UT) are presented in Fig. 3 (all spectra were calculated using Hanning windows). The isotropic scaling below 240 m was not considered satisfactory for the ensemble of data sets. As previously observed by other studies (Laferrière and Gaonac'h, 1999; Beaulieu and Gaonac'h, 2002) , breaks in the isotropic scaling at higher resolution often occur when images are pre-processed (geometric/radiometric corrections). In the case of the TERRA ASTER data, vertical banding is an obvious artifact which affects the scaling at the highest resolutions. At the large scales, structures larger than half the linear size of each image are rare and thus don't provide reliable low wave number statistics; we thus omitted the k=1 statistics. When considering all images, the regionally averaged β's (Table 1) above 240 m show an increase from CL (β=0.09) to CM (β=0.91). CL images exhibit a distinct scaling characterization compared to the others (CM, CY and UT) with an extremely low β value (β=0.09) indicating that there are very few large structures compared to smaller ones in this superfine drainage area of the China Loess Plateau (CY). On the other hand, the other three image groups exhibit higher β's (CY, CM and UT, β=0.76, 0.91 and 0.85, respectively) reflecting the increased dominance of large structures in the images compared to small ones but in a scale invariant relationship. Hence, while isotropic scaling prevails over the four distinct drainage groups it does not statistically distinguish the four different areas, which obviously reveal distinct patterns (Fig. 2 ).
Discussion
The relatively low β values of the superfine textural CL images may be explained by the homogeneous thick deposit of loess where many small source tributaries have developed, creating a very high-density low order drainage system (Fig. 2a) . The other three data sets (CY, CM, UT), have larger β values, reflecting the existence of more dominant large structures: a) the higher CY β values may be explained by the presence of the large and developed Yellow River valley ( Fig. 2b ) cutting through the loess (producing superfine texture); b) the fine textural CM images, which present a pattern of dendritic source tributaries (as in CL images) could reflect with their higher β's the combined effect of loess deposits thinner and thinner to the east and shallow underlying crystalline hard rocks, which may partially impose some structural control on the regional stream network (high β's indicate "rough" images of images while low β's smoother ones). Hence, the thicker the loess is at the tributary source (CL compared to CM), the lower the β values of the radiance fields; c) finally the medium textural UT images have distinct β values from the CL images, easily explained by the large sedimentary structures present in the Utah images including the presence of the large Green River. Similar observations of distinct β values, from differentially eroded portions of a river network located on the Ethiopian Plateau, were found by Beaulieu and Gaonac'h (2002) . Maître and Pinciroli (1999) also suggested a possible link between the fractal dimension and various geomorphologic aspects of the surface, such as soil composition and friability, where low fractal dimensions would be associated with friable quick erosional environments and high values with dissected hard rock settings. However, Fourier and multiscaling analyses better characterize scale invariant fields since fractal geometrical dimensions will depend on the radiance or altitude on which they are defined and will generally not produce unique values.
Anisotropy of the radiance fields

Generalized scale invariance
If we "zoom" into a self-similar (isotropic and scaling) system, the magnified structures are on average of the same type as the unmagnified ones. In order to obtain the same simple relation between large and small structures in a scaling but anisotropic system, the zoom must be accompanied by a compression and/or rotation as a function of scale. To handle anisotropy in scaling system the generalized scale invariance (GSI) framework is needed . Anisotropic scaling can be described by a scale-changing operator T λ which reduces scale by a factor λ. The operator T λ may be written as:
where G is the generator that takes the form of the identity matrix (1) for the isotropic (self-similar) case. A second element is a unit "ball" which defines all the unit vectors. From the unit ball B 1 we can generate a family of balls by B λ = T λ B 1 i.e., the scale of all the non-unit vectors is defined by applying T λ to B 1 . The scale function x specifies Fig. 4 . Example of the fitted contours of P (k) of a 512 by 512 pixel CL image. The bottom image (b) is a magnification of the small real space square in the top image (a). In P (k), the small structures are depicted by the large contours, and the large ones by the small contours; they are also orthogonal to the real space structures.
the size of a vector x; it must satisfy the scale function equation ||T λ x||=λ −1 ||x||. In words, this means that the size of a reduced scale vector (T λ x) is λ times smaller than the size of the original (large scale) vector x. When G=1, a simple solution of the scale equation is x = x , i.e. the scale can be taken as the usual vector norm (length). In an anisotropic scaling system, the size (scale) of a vector x is thus defined by ||x|| rather than the usual norm x . If anisotropy is present in a system, there will generally be one scale (l s ) at which ||(l s , 0)||=||(0, l s )|| (however, see below for the apparently exceptional case of rotation dominance when there can be infinitely many or none); l s is called the "sphero-scale" since the corresponding structures will typically be "roundish". Although it is not strictly necessary, in many cases of weak scaling anisotropy such as those studied here, structures are fairly roundish (see for example Fig. 4a ). If B 1 is a circle, since T λ is a linear operator, it will transform the circle to another quadratic form: the B λ are ellipses. Since the images are 2-D, G is a 2×2 matrix which can be conveniently represented by a linear combination of basic quaternion-like elements Lovejoy and Schertzer, 1985) :
where
or:
where c and f are associated with stratification, e with rotation and d with an overall contraction of the system. The eigenvalues of G are d+a, d−a where:
so that we see that the general qualitative behavior of linear GSI is determined by a. Two different cases can be described. When a 2 >0, the stratification of the structures is dominant with rotation never exceeding π/2. When on the contrary, a 2 <0, the rotation is dominant, the balls, or ellipses rotate as the scale changes through an infinite angle of rotation as λ→∞. When rotation and stratification both act, they can sometimes give a 2 values near zero, since they counteract each other.
The "Differential Anisotropy Scaling" technique
The empirical estimate of GSI parameters is difficult; Lewis et al. (1999) proposed the "scale invariant generator, SIG" technique that involves a nonlinear regression in a fourdimensional parameter space on P (k). The difficulty with the SIG method is that although it was tested on ideal cases (i.e. simulations) in many empirical fields the parameter space turned out to be too large for convergence to the global error function minimum. As an alternative, in the present study, contours are fitted to P (k), and the GSI parameters are then extracted from contours (Fig. 4) . This method is in many ways similar to that of Pflug et al. (1993) except that we use a weak anisotropy approximation which (when valid) has several advantages. In particular its parameters are estimated by two linear regressions so that estimates are more robust. In addition the parameters have a straightforward interpretation whether or not the system is scaling. To each contour in an image (in P (k)), ellipses are fitted and the major axis A, the minor axis B and the angle of orientation θ (between the major axis and the horizontal axis) are estimated. We assume both linear GSI (G is a matrix) and also weak anisotropy (i.e. near elliptical balls; see the exact characterization below). The simplest way to obtain the basic equation of the "Differential Anisotropic Scaling" technique is to start with the characterization of the transformation of ellipses under the action of λ −G . Since λ −G is a linear transformation, the method maps ellipses onto other ellipses; it suffices to know the orientation and ellipticity of the ellipses as functions of scale. We follow the results of Pflug et al. (1993) ; who showed that the major and minor axes of an ellipse (A and B), for each contour the ellipticity can be characterized by:
Since by definition B(l)<A(l)>0. Note that ε=A/B−1 is the more usual "ellipticity"; we have ζ 2 =ε/ √ ε+1. When there exists a roughly isotropic scale (or sphero-scale) in the image, the ellipticity of its ensemble of structures may be related to the anisotropic scaling GSI parameters via:
where u=ln(λ), λ=l l s , l is the size or scale of the structure (k=2π/l is the equivalent in Fourier space) and l s is the sphero-scale. l is estimated as the square root of the area of the corresponding ellipses; this corresponds to using d=1 (see Lewis et al., 1999) . We have introduced r= c 2 +f 2 ; c=r cos ϕ and f =r sin ϕ, ϕ being an angle in the (c, f) space. Using the approximation sinh x≈x and using u=ln(l)-ln(l s ) we obtain:
where "O" means "of order". To lowest order this is equivalent to:
The positive root is taken since ζ >0; the approximation Eq. (11) is valid for small |au|. Equation (11b) can also be expressed as:
with:
ζ 0 = − ln(l s ) 2r |a| and ζ 1 = 2r |a| for l > l s ζ 0 = ln(l s ) 2r |a| and ζ 1 = − 2r |a| for l < l s This expansion is valid as long as the linear term of the Taylor expansion dominates the cubic one, i.e.:
Pecknold et al's. (1997) analysis of various geophysical fields showed that |a| is frequently of the order of 0.1 and usually <0.2; this implies that the following is applicable if we are within a factor of ∼10 5 of the sphero-scale (i.e., l l s ≤e √ 6 0.2 ). ζ (l) can be plotted against ln(l). From the data and Eq. (12), the slope ζ 1 and the intercept ζ 0 (i.e. the ellipticity at scale l=l s or ln(l/l s )=0) can be retrieved. In this case, the parameter ζ 1 represents the differential anisotropic variation from scale to scale of the system. The sphero-scale l s is estimated as:
In order to get more information about the matrix generator G (see Eq. 7), we can consider the variation with scale of the angle of the axis of the ellipse with respect to the horizontal. Pflug et al. (1993) expressed it as:
(valid for a real or imaginary). Expanding this expression in au gives:
This approximation θ (u)≈ 
which is very close to the previous condition (Eq. 13). Then, according to the above, we can represent the angle variation between the major axis and the horizontal as:
). e is used in real space, −e in Fourier space (this is because the G in Fourier space is the transpose of the real space G). From Eqs. (8), (12) and the parameter e retrieved from θ 0 , we can rewrite ζ 0 and ζ 1 : 
Since the sign of ζ 1 changes at the sphero-scale, if the latter is within the observable scale range, this fact can be used to identify it. Finally, since a 2 =r 2 −e 2 , Eq. (20) can be solved for r 2 : when |ζ 1 | < |e|, we have two additional possible solutions for a 2 <0. In this case, to establish the sign of a 2 we must consider the third order term of the expansion of the expression of ζ (Eq. 11a).
Tests of the Differential Anisotropy Scaling technique on numerical simulations
This analytical method was applied on anisotropic multifractal simulations (512×512 pixels) such as the fields in Fig. 5 . Results are presented for two simulations, which are analyzed through their spectral densities P (k). We can observe (Fig. 6 ) the log-linear relationship implied by the GSI model Lovejoy and Schertzer, 1985) between ζ (l) and ln(l) (Eq. 12; filled symbols in Fig. 6 ) and between θ(l) and ln(l) (Eq. 18); open symbols in Fig. 6 ); we have passed from Fourier to real space using l=2π/|k|. A summary of the theoretical values obtained from the two simulations and estimated values retrieved from their analyzed image contours is presented in Table 2 . We observed that ζ 1 as well as θ 1 slopes of the theoretical fits (straight lines) are reasonably close to the estimated ζ 1 and θ 1 values for both simulations. The values of ζ 0 are determined by the Fourier space sphero-scale (k s ). Since there is no simple relation between Fourier shapes and real space shapes, the use of 2π/k s to estimate l s is only approximately valid. It is therefore not surprising that the l s used to produce the simulation and 2π/k s estimated from linear regressions on the Fourier estimated ζ are not identical. We therefore do not expect excellent agreement between Fourier and real space ζ 0 parameters. However ζ 1 , θ 0 , θ 1 do not have this problem; we therefore expect the only differences between real and Fourier space to be the sign of e and hence θ 1 . Schematically we have: ζ 0r ≈ζ 0f ; ζ 1r =ζ 1f ; θ 0r =θ 0f ; θ 1r =−θ 1f , where "r" indicates "real" space and "f " indicates "Fourier" space. The only additional complication is in the estimation of the orientation angle θ. First, we note that axes of ellipses are only defined to within π; for convenience we take -π/2<θ<π/2. Next, the major and minor axes change places at the sphero-scale: the reduced scale image below the sphero-scale of a major axis is a minor axis and visa versa. This has the effect of adding π/2 to θ 0 below the sphero-scale (see Table 2 ). Table 2 shows the comparison of the theoretical and estimated parameters for the two simulations shown in Fig. 5 with different l s . This leads to differences in the signs of the slopes ζ 1 : positive and negative respectively on the plot of ζ (l) versus ln(l)=ln(2π/k). According to the above, we must therefore correct the θ 0 values by π/2 in the former, but not in the latter case. From the table and the figure, we see that when this is done, the method does a reasonable job of recovering the theoretical parameters. We conclude that our method is adequate for the characterization of not too anisotropic simulated fields (small aln(l/ l s )). We will below use estimates of all these parameters for comparison between the different drainage area groups.
Empirical results
Estimates of the ζ 1 parameters (anisotropic variation with scale) for all remotely sensed images was done using the P (k) contours as described above. Data points below 240 m were considered for extracting statistical properties since the "Differential Anisotropic Scaling" analyses did not demonstrate breaks in the ζ (l) versus ln(l) behavior over the range 120 to 240 m. Although the isotropic scaling was not so well displayed between 120 m and 240 m, the anisotropic scaling is not as much affected and provides useful information. Indeed the new method exhibiting anisotropic scaling does not necessarily imply a well defined isotropic scaling. Hence, we decided to keep all the data above 120 m resolution to improve the statistics. The estimates were then made up to the largest available scale. The range of scales over which the anisotropic scaling was estimated varies from one image to another while the isotropic scaling was determined over 240 m to half the image size (7680 m). The anisotropic scaling was revealed by the present "Differential Anisotropic Scaling" technique over a range of scales of 100-1350 m for the UT set, 375-3100 m for the CM group, 260-2000 m for the CY group and finally 225-2750 m for the CL set. Figure 7 gives an example of anisotropic scaling properties of two UT and CL images. The differential anisotropy present in both images is exhibited by ζ 1 with opposite signs reflecting the fact that the Utah structures are increasingly stretched at larger scales while structures from the superfine textural dendritic drainage area of the China Loess Plateau (CL) are on the contrary increasingly roundish, a tendency reflected by negative ζ 1 values. When considering the rotation of structures with scale, the Utah structures exhibit a lower rate of rotation (θ 1 has a lower value) relative to the China CL image. The tendencies are confirmed by the averages (Table 1). ζ 1 and θ 1 characterize the rates at which structures are respectively stretched and rotated with scale. In Figs. 8a, c we plot them against the isotropic spectral exponent β in order to discriminate the very high density (superfine) dendritic China CL data set (β≈0.09) from the other sets (CY, CM and UT; β>0.70). The parameter ζ 1 separates the groups well, especially when considering the mean of each group (larger symbols), the CL and CM small tributaries groups (ζ 1 <0) from the CY and UT groups (ζ 1 >0) where larger distributaries are present. The θ 1 values of all the data are confined between −1 and 1, except for one point (Fig. 8c) . θ 1 doesn't improve classification with respect to ζ 1 ; neither do ζ 0, θ 0 and l s (Figs. 8b, d, e) . Note that θ 0 is the only parameter which depends on the absolute orientation of structures, it reflects preferential fixed directions.
Using group averages of ζ 1 and ζ 0 for respectively CL, CM, CY and UT, we extrapolated -following Eq. (12) -the ellipticity parameter ζ (l) estimated within the observed range of scales (limited by dashed lines in Fig. 9a ). This reveals a range (6<ln(l)<8) where the UT group may be distinguished from the others (see arrow in Fig. 9a ). For ln(l)>6, the UT structures display more anisotropic characteristics. We thus decided to examine the absolute (single scale) anisotropy of the images for ln(l) above 6 and chose 960 m corresponding to 1/16 of the image size (any other scale with ln(l)>6 could have equally well been chosen). The plot of the anisotropy ζ (l) at this reference scale of 960 m -ζ (960 m) -versus the β values indeed demonstrated a good discrimination between the UT group on one hand and the China CM, CL and CY groups on the other hand (Fig. 9b) . Medium to large Utah structures show a lot of aligned, elongated structures (Fig. 2d ) compared to other data sets, a result predicted by the anisotropic scaling properties of the data.
The parameter a 2 is a measure of the overall differential anisotropy of a system, including the stratification/contraction and rotation of the structures (a 2 =c 2 +f 2 −e 2 ). The a 2 values range between −0.01 and 0.10. While our "Differential Anisotropic Scaling" technique applies to structures and fields that are not too anisotropic (Eqs. 12 and 18), the observed small au values around 0 are consistent with this. The estimated spheroscales l s (ζ (l)=0) are in general beyond the observed range of scales for the CL and CM groups because of the negative ζ 1 values of these images, whereas the CY and UT groups show l s values around 20 and 2 meters, respectively also generally outside the observed range of scales (see Table 1 ).
Discussion
The analysis of differential anisotropy over the two different drainage areas proved to give insightful quantitative estimates of the satellite images. CL and CM groups are characterized by ζ 1 <0 reflecting that patterns exhibit less stratification at larger compared to smaller scales ( Fig. 8a ): i) in the CL group, the images show weak large structures due to the presence of a superfine dendritic texture of the region where small source tributaries are uniformly widespread all over the space; ii) in the CM images, large structures are present. We suggest they are the result of a thinner loess and a harder basement. Their spatial distribution however reflects the dominance of larger tributaries and valleys randomly distributing the water over the China Plateau revealing less overall statistical anisotropy on the images at larger scales. On the other hand, CY and UT images exhibit higher anisotropy at increasing scales (ζ 1 >0; Fig. 8a ). In the CY case, a major river, the Huang He (Yellow River), is present, creating a large very well oriented valley, hence drastically affecting the stratification at larger scales. On the UT images large rivers also have created deep elongated large valleys. Within these two groups of images involving large valleys (CY and UT), β and ζ 1 do not permit any distinctions between regions nor do the other parameters ζ 0, θ 1 ,θ 0 , l s . The anisotropy at 960 m helps to differentiate the Utah from the three Chinese areas (Fig. 9b) . As predicted by the linear ζ (l) obtained by using the region averaged ζ 0 , ζ 1 parameters, all China groups ζ (960 m) exhibit similar values (CL=0.72, CY=0.74 and CM=0.56) explained as being related to the same drainage area (Yellow River system) developed in a peculiar geological environment while the Utah shows a higher ζ (960 m) value (UT=1.06) reflecting its higher stratification of structures at 960 m on the other sets due to geology and tectonic.
Conclusions
Geostructures, textures, morphologies typically span huge ranges of scale and include structures whose direction and elongation depend on position as well as scale. However, it is frequently found that spectra P (k) -an average over all the structures with a given orientation and scale (fixed wave vector k) -are not so strongly anisotropic so that the usual angle integrated spectrum E(k) is nearly a (scaling) power law. In addition, the exponent of E(k), β, may be nearly the same even though the morphologies are distinct. In this case, different geomorphologies are thus associated with either differences between higher order isotropic statistics (i.e. their multiscaling properties: the power spectrum is only a second order statistic) or different anisotropies or both. In this paper, we focus on characterizing the anisotropy by developing a new "Differential Anisotropic Scaling" technique. The method works by approximating structures in P (k) by ellipses and then systematically determining how their orientations and elongations vary with scale and characterizing each of these by linear regression. Whether or not scaling holds, the method provides a valid and useful characterization of the differential anisotropy. However, if the anisotropy is not too strong, then the resulting parameters have a relatively simple interpretation in the GSI framework. The method quantifies the statistical anisotropy so that while the individual real space structures may be highly elongated (anisotropic) they nevertheless do not necessarily have an overall preferential direction. The extracted parameters are therefore independent of the approximate scaling of the isotropic statistics (such as the angle integrated power spectrum). With respect to existing anisotropy exponent estimation techniques, this method avoids the problems associated with nonlinear regressions in high dimensional parameter spaces. In order to test out the method, we considered the example of erosional landforms. The type of soil and rock basement, the tectonics, the climate and the vegetation all influence the erosion mechanism, the permeability of the superficial deposits and hence the resulting river network geometries. All of these mechanisms affect satellite radiances over huge ranges of scale and hence should be reflected in remotely sensed images. In this study, we attempted to use anisotropic scaling parameters to classify TERRA ASTER satellite images of the semi-arid, vegetation free environments of the Loess Plateau, China and Desolation Canyon, Utah.
We first confirmed that the images did indeed exhibit isotropic and anisotropic scaling from 240 m to 7680 m. The isotropic β values simply express the relative importance of small and large structures. Superfine loess dentritic textures (CL images) exhibiting predominantly small source tributaries were distinguished by their relatively small β's. The three other image sets form a high β group without distinction on the basis of their spectral exponent. To be more discriminating, anisotropic analyses were performed. A particularly useful parameter is the differential anisotropy tendency ζ 1 , which quantifies the rate at which structures change their elongations as functions of scale. It was found that this parameter distinguishes between images with large welloriented structures such as rivers and between those without preferential orientations such as source tributaries. Finally the elongation at the reference scale of 960 m (ζ (960)) is well correlated with variations in the Earth basement due to differences in lithology (loess versus sedimentary rocks), tectonics and erosion/deposition processes and provided additional classification information.
These promising results open new avenues for both understanding quantitative geomorphological classification/segmentation using satellite or spacecraft images. While further research is needed on the subject of regional variations of anisotropic exponents (i.e. spatially varying G's, non linear GSI), we also need a more systematic theory of weak scaling anisotropy. Also needed are generalizations to stronger differential anisotropy as well as to anisotropic fields that could not be well described via elliptical Fourier space structures. Analyses of remotely sensed data from other spectral regions could moreover be investigated to better constrain the properties of the studied drainage basins.
